
PTA Minutes 4th July 2023 7PM - Merlin Centre

Apologies received : Michael, Angie, Doug and Nathalie
Present : Terri, Sue, Richard G, Karen and Richard A

Funding Requests
1- £74 To buy thank you gifts to Y11 tutors at the Prom. It doesn’t fit in with the current
constitution, which we will be looking at in the future. We have agreed this, but made our
concerns known.
2- £639 Academy values wristbands. We had an indepth discussion concerning this and it was
Agreed that if Annie made it a compulsory part of the uniform, we would fund it. We would NOT
fund if its by choice. Rich will go back to Annie and feedback.

Easy Fundraising
We discussed this once again, and Karen has offered to look at and see what we need to set
up.

MFest
Too early to announce figures yet, Mike will let us know as soon as he has them.
We discussed trying to help the MFest committee next year, more discussion on that in the
Autumn term. There will be a newly transitioned team in place.

Meet the tutor evening - Tuesday 11th July - 5-6pm
Sue, Karen and Terri will attend on the PTA stall - possible recruitment drive Meet at 4.30pm to
put board up.

Quiz night - Saturday Nov 11th - TBC (subject to keyholder confirmation)
Rich happy to do and will advise in due course. Terri, Karen and Sue



Secondhand Uniform Sale
Saturday July 8th 10.30 - 11.30pm Salpi last sale. - Pascal Booked - Salpi/Sue/Naomi

Card Reader
Richard G will message Mike, once the Mfest business has calmed down, with regards to
setting this up.

PTA Survey
Rich A would like to send a survey to parents, asking for preferred ways of contact/advertisig.
He will feed back to us when its formatted ready for sending.

AGM
We need to set a date for our AGM, last one was March 2022. We need a minimum of 5 people.
This could be combined with the first meeting of the academic year, which will be needed to
finalise quiz night.


